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Electrochemical growth of iron and cobalt arborescences under a magnetic field

S. Bodea,* R. Ballou,† and P. Molho‡
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Pattern formation in the electrochemical deposition of the magnetic Fe and Co metals from thin layers of
Fe(SO4) or Co(SO4) aqueous solutions were investigated in circular geometry and under magnetic field.
Sparsearborescences with few thick branches anddensearborescences with many thin branches can be
generated when no magnetic field is applied. Unlike for nonmagnetic metals, no tendency towards growth
spiraling or asymmetric branching is found out in magnetic field normal to the plane of the growth. The
morphology of the deposits appears instead to become more sparse. Under in-plane magnetic field, the sparse
arborescences get into aneedlemorphology, oriented along the field, while the dense arborescences show a
circular to rectangular morphology symmetry breaking, one edge of the rectangle being parallel to the field.
Unexpected in most instances, these magnetic field effects cannot be understood without invoking the magnetic
dipolar interaction inside the magnetized growing aggregate together with its interaction with the applied field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Arborescent patterns abound in nature. Almost ubiquit
in botany, they are very often observed in biology or geolo
as well as in various physical or chemical systems, emerg
from growth phenomena@1#. Understanding the mechanism
of these branching morphogenesis and looking for poss
universal features in the associated nonequilibrium proce
are among the most fascinating but challenging proble
@2,3#.

A growth phenomenon providing a wealth of insights in
pattern formation is the electrochemical deposition~ECD! of
metals. Growths in volume from a point, a line, or a pla
cathode can be performed@4#, but the deposits are very frag
ile and tend to collapse under their own weight. Quasi-tw
dimensional~2D! growths are generally considered, either
circular geometry with an outer ring anode and a cen
point cathode@5–7# or in parallel geometry with line elec
trodes@8,9#. A number of patterns can be generated using
same experimental setup@6,7# on changing the growth con
ditions ~e.g., the electric voltage, the electric current, and
concentration of generic or inert species of active impurit
or else the thickness of the electrolyte layer!. Some of the
patterns show thefractal features ofdiffusion limited aggre-
gation ~DLA ! @10# observed in tip-splitting growths. Som
others have stable tips and, similar to snowflakes, sh
needlesor dendritesusually observed in crystal growths@11#.
Still others, with unstable tips but a stable envelope grow
steadily, dubbed thedense radial@12# or dense branching
morphology ~DBM! @13#, appear neither fractal nor den
dritic. What explains this diversity, not limited to the thre
instances alluded to, is that several processes are involve
the growths@14#.
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A magnetic field is an additional external parameter
the ECD of metals that should modify the observed patte
or create new ones. In a wider context, its influence is
tremely varied, as found out experimentally, and not fu
understood@15,16#. Among the different outcomes, chang
in the deposition rates and in the morphology and struct
~crystallization or amorphization! of the growths are ob-
served. A variety of other deposit qualities such as adhes
smoothness, shininess, etc., can as well get modified, o
ing inviting possibilities of ‘‘tailored’’ preparation of materi
als for applications.

Within the context of morphogenesis phenomena, the
fects of magnetic field were first investigated in quasi-2
ECD of Zn, from Zn(SO4) aqueous solution, in circular ge
ometry@17#. Under increasing magnetic field, applied norm
to the plane of the growth, drastic changes of the patte
were observed, either from DLA-like to spiraling DLA, the
dense, and finally compact or from dendrites to asymme
dendrites, then DBM-like, and again compact. Simi
growths of Ag, from Ag(NO3) aqueous solution, evidence
the more intriguing dendritic to spiraling DLA pattern tran
sition, apparently associated with a concomitant change
the rate-determining step from the kinetic to the diffusi
processes@18#. Pattern spiraling and/or branching asymme
appear generic to weak normal field and were also obse
in Cu growths, from Cu(SO4) aqueous solution@19#. An
in-plane magnetic field, i.e., applied parallel to the plane
the growth, was applied in the later investigations. Unidire
tional stringy patterns, oriented perpendicular to the fie
were induced. All these works considered growths of d
magnetic metals~Zn, Ag, Cu! from solutions of diamagnetic
(Zn21,Ag1,NO3

2 ,SO4
22) or paramagnetic (Cu21) ions un-

der static uniform magnetic field. Accordingly, the observ
magnetic field effects were essentially discussed in term
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! convection induced by the
Lorentz force. A magnetic force exists, inherent to conc
tration gradients and discriminating between diamagn
and paramagnetic ions, proposed to be of some releva
@20#, but is usually ignored.

Additional magnetic forces come into play to influen
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the growth processes when the magnetic flux density exp
enced within the electrochemical cell is no more unifor
either because a magnetic field gradient is externally
posed @21# or because magnetized electrodes are u
@22,23#, or else because ferromagnetic~or ferrimagnetic!
metals are grown under a magnetic field@24,25#.

Quasi-2D ECD of a ferromagnetic metal Fe, fro
Fe(SO4) aqueous solutions, was previously performed,
parallel geometry and for initial salt concentration fixed
0.5 mol/l~M!, but without magnetic field. Alternating trans
tions between dendritic and tip-splitting growths were
ported @26#. A meshlike pattern was discovered on addi
sulfuric acid to the electrolyte solution@27#.

The influence of a magnetic field on the pattern format
in quasi-2D ECD of ferromagnetic metals is approached
the present paper, which reports investigations of grow
under fields of different amplitudes and orientations, of
and Co, from Fe(SO4) and Co(SO4) aqueous solutions, in
circular geometry, performed after the discovery of a sp
tacular morphology symmetry breaking in Fe growths un
in-plane magnetic field@24#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

An advantage of quasi-2D ECD in circular geometry a
local gravity field normal to the electrochemical cell~i.e.,
with horizontal cell! is that no directional features should b
expected in the growth when no magnetic field is applied
drawback of the circular geometry is that the growth c
never be stationary@28#, but working at constant voltage an
fixed anion concentration in this instance leads to a gro
speed profile that is rather flat with respect to the radius
the growing deposit, except near the electrodes of the
where the speed is larger. Accordingly, at intermediate sta
of the growths, it can be approximated during short time
being constant as in stationary growths. A requiremen
meet as well is that all the pieces of the electrochemical
must be nonmagnetic, in order to consider solely the effe
of the magnetism of the deposits on their growths and
avoid spurious nonuniformity of the magnetic flux dens
from one experiment to another, e.g., associated with s
undesired magnetic remanence. Using diamagnetic e
trodes, different from the grown metals, can of course lea
changes in the electrolyte composition through anodic dis
lution, but the corresponding influence on the growths sho
take place only when the deposits are already large, of a
half of the anode diameter.

The experiments were performed at constant volta
applied between a Cu ring anode, of diameter 4 cm
thickness 0.5 mm, and a central Cu ‘‘point’’ cathode, in fa
the end of a Cu wire, of diameter 0.05 mm. A thin fil
~'500 mm thick! of an electrolyte solution is spread on
glass plate, edged by the anode. A clean microscope co
slip, of thickness 0.14 mm, is put under the cathode in or
to reduce locally the thickness of the liquid film and to allo
one to remove the deposit out of the solution after
growth. Unlike in earlier similar experiments@6,7#, no glass
plate is positioned above the solutions: the upper surfac
the electrolyte film is left free to reduce the destroying eff
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on the deposits of the H2 bubbles generated during th
growth. All the growths were made without supporting ele
trolyte and from aqueous solutions prepared by dissolving
deionized water the appropriate amounts of commercial
rous @Fe(SO4)•7H2O# or cobalt @Co(SO4)•xH2O# sulfate
salts@29#. A solution is freshly prepared for each new grow
to avoid aging effects. The entire setup can be tempera
regulated and is placed in a transparent Plexiglas box iso
ing the growth from external perturbations~Fig. 1!. Each
growth is done at 20 °C and takes few minutes.

Two different devices are used to generate the magn
field: a ‘‘magnetic mangle’’ and an electromagnet. The ma
netic mangle consists of four cylindrical magnets~Fig. 1!,
each one magnetized perpendicular to its axis, dispose
such a way that a uniform magnetic field is obtained in
volume of about 23232 cm3 @30#. By appropriately rotat-
ing the magnets, the amplitude of the magnetic field can
varied from 20.2 to 0.2 T@31#. The electromagnet has
distance of 4 cm between the pole pieces and can gene
magnetic fields up to 1.6 T. The electrochemical cell used
this case is smaller, with an anode of diameter 2.8 cm. T
electromagnet allows higher and more uniform fields, wh
the magnetic mangle, a compact system easy to handle
lows in situ microscopic observations. Both devices show t
same effects of the magnetic field on the growth, in the co
mon range of amplitude. Changing the field direction w
respect to the plane of growth on the electromagnet can o
be made by orienting the electrochemical cell from horizo
tal to vertical, which will not be possible for open cells. Th
drawback does not exist with the magnetic mangle which
easily be rotated as a whole to change the magnetic fi
direction.

An optical microscope, a charge-coupled device camer
video recorder, and an image processing system are use
perform in situ observations during the growth and at diffe
ent scales. Postdeposited analyses are more delicate thin
situ ones: the deposits, floating in the aqueous solution,
very fragile so that removing them out of the solution c
lead to a destruction of the very small branches as well a
oxidization.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. On the right the electrochemi
cell within its Plexiglas box. On the left the magnetic mangl
generating the uniform magnetic field.
5-2
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III. GROWTHS WITHOUT MAGNETIC FIELD

Growths at different initial concentrationsC of salts, ei-
ther Fe(SO4) or Co(SO4), and at different values of the con
stant electric voltageU applied between the electrodes we
attempted. A major limiting factor was the hydrogen evo
tion reaction leading to the formation of H2 bubbles that
alters the deposit, by isolating branches from the electrol
and even destroys it. This was fortunately not the case fo
the values ofC andU.

No chemical additive was considered, at least in the fi
step of the investigations and to limit the number of cont
parameters that can be modified. The initialpH of the solu-
tion was thus measured but not changed by addition o
acid or a base to have it constant with respect toC. A growth
parameter that was not fixed with accuracy, because no u
glass plate is positioned above the solutions, is the elec
lyte thickness. Nevertheless its value, from one growth
another, is controlled by always spreading the same volu
of electrolyte on the lower glass plate of the electrochem
cell.

A. Iron arborescences

Growths of Fe arborescences unaltered by the forma
of H2 bubbles could be performed forC between 3
31022 M and 531021 M andU between 3 V and 7 V. The
measured initialpH of the solutions waspH53.60(5)
for C5631022 M, pH53.40(5) for C51021 M, and
pH52.95(5) for C5531021 M, varying roughly as
2 1

2 log10(C) for intermediateC, as expected.
Within theC range from 331022 M to 1021 M the mac-

roscopic morphology of the deposits is always dense
isotropic, similar to those reported earlier as DBM@12,13#: a
stable circular envelope increasing uniformly in size is o
served, with branches which, although hard to distinguish
this scale, appear to grow radially, outward from the cen
cathode@Fig. 2~a!#.

WhenC is between 1021 M and 531021 M, the macro-
scopic morphology of the deposits, still dense at the beg
ning of the growth, soon become sparse with fewer a
thicker branches@Fig. 2~b!#. The largerC is the sooner is the
change, being practically immediate forC5531021 M.

FIG. 2. Iron electrodeposits generated without magnetic field~a!
for C5631022 M and U55 V ~densemorphology!, ~b! for C55
31021 M and U55 V ~sparsemorphology!. The metallic rod in
both images is above the plane of the growth and is a guiding
for the cathode.
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Observations at different scales using the microsc
showed that the morphology of the deposits evolves dur
the growth, even in the case of the dense arborescences
growth starts with a dense, radial, and isotropic deposit,
fortunately so dense that the fine structure of the branche
hard to resolve experimentally@Fig. 3~a!#. As the growth
proceeds, the deposit becomes less dense and more den
@Fig. 3~b!#, owing to the gradual change during the growth
the salt concentration profile and of the electric current, le
ing in turn to an evolving growth speed of the branch
@28,32#. A well defined angle exists between the main a
the side branches of the dendrites@Fig. 3~c!#. Nevertheless
the orientation of the branches is only local and not p
served over large distances, contrary to that in usual dend
growths@6,7#. An outcome of the underlying distribution o
orientations over the different possible directions is that
pattern at the macroscopic scale appears radial isotropic
a stable circular envelope.

Examinations of the smallest branches of the arbor
cences could be performed by transmission electron mic
copy~TEM! combined with selected area electron diffracti
~ED!. Detailed elsewhere@33#, these investigations allowe
us to extend the observations of the morphology down to
nanometric scale and to determine the atomic structure of
deposits. Single crystalline dendrites of pure Fe with
body centered cubic~bcc! structure were systematically ob
served in all the instances, independent of the growth co
tions ~Fig. 4!. Nucleations of ordered microdomains of th
face centered cubic~fcc! phase of Fe into the main bcc pha
were also detected but at very weak density, as well as
purities of Fe oxide (Fe3O4) and anhydrous Fe sulfat
(FeSO4) but at practically evanescent quantities and m
probably on the surface. The first main conclusion of the
investigations is that, although showing similar macrosco
morphology features, the dense arborescences can rigoro
not be fully assimilated to those mentioned as having
DBM morphology in the literature. Generally these are as
ciated with tip-splitting processes at the microscopic sca
which should lead to a noncrystalline deposit. The seco

e

FIG. 3. Microscope view of the iron electrodeposits genera
without magnetic field forC5631022 M andU55 V ~dense mor-
phology! ~a! at the beginning of the growth,~b! and~c! at the end of
the growth.
5-3
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main conclusion is that at scales up to about 1mm, the de-
posits are always single crystalline, more precisely dendr
with a branching angle of 60°, which can be interpreted
terms of branches growing along the twofold axes perp
dicular to the same threefold axis among the four of the
structure. The loss of the branch orientation and sub
quently of the crystalline coherence should occur at lar
scales.

B. Cobalt arborescences

Growths of Co arborescences unaltered by the forma
of H2 bubbles could be performed for aC range only be-
tween 1021 M and 531021 M, i.e., even smaller than tha
for the Fe arborescences, and forU between 3 V and 8 V. The
initial pH of the solutions could not be measured, but
estimated topH'4.3 for C51021 M and pH'3.9 for C
5531021 M, from that given in the Merck chemical data
bases@34# and assuming that it varies withC as2 1

2 log10(C).
A single macroscopic morphology of the deposits is

ways generated, very similar to that obtained with Fe in
same, 1021 M–531021 M, C range, i.e., dense at the begi
ning of the growth but soon becoming sparse with fewer a
thicker branches@Fig. 5~a!# as the growth proceeds. Agai
the largerC is, the sooner is the change.

Growths at limited currents were tried. These are mad
constant voltageU as far as the current remains lower than
limiting valueI, but at constant current equal toI otherwise.
Dense deposits, similar to that observed with Fe at cons
voltage, could be obtained in this way but in theC range
from 331022 M to 1021 M and for I lower than a critical
valueI0 (;3 mA for U55V) @Fig. 5~b!#. A sparse morphol-
ogy emerges invariably whenI>I0 .

Observations at different scales using the microsc
were performed as with the Fe arborescences and led to s
lar conclusions. A slight difference however exists, co
cerned with the dense arborescences, which with Co
peared still more dense, with a fine structure that of
cannot be distinguished by optical microscopy, even at

FIG. 4. ~a! TEM image and~b! ED pattern of a portion of an
iron electrodeposit generated without magnetic field forC56
31022 M and U55 V. Similar TEM images and ED patterns a
obtained for other growth conditions: dense arborescences ca
be distinguished from sparse arborescences at the scales of the
observations.
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end of the growths. A spatial resolution is also lacking f
both the Fe and Co sparse arborescences, the branch
which appear coarse@Fig. 5~c!# but could as well consist in
much thinner branches grouped as in a cypress tree. A
liminary x-ray m-imaging experiment, using synchrotron r
diation and combining absorption and phase contrast, c
firmed that this is most probably the case: the x-ray ima
clearly reveals a fibrous texture not visible by optical micro
copy ~Fig. 6!.

Co arborescences could also be examined by TEM c
bined with selected area ED@33#. Single crystalline dendrites
of pure Co with the hexagonal compact~hcp! structure were
systematically observed. Again, impurities of Co oxi
(Co3O4) and anhydrous Co sulfate (CoSO4) were detected
but at very small amounts, most probably on the surface
growth of the branches along the twofold axes perpendic
to the sixfold axis of the hcp structure was evidenced.

not
EM

FIG. 5. Cobalt electrodeposits generated without magnetic fi
~a! at constant voltage forC5531021 M andU55 V ~sparse mor-
phology!, ~b! at limited current forC5531021 M, U55 V, and
I<I0;3 mA ~dense morphology!. ~c! Microscope view of the co-
balt electrodeposits generated at constant voltage~sparse morphol-
ogy!.

FIG. 6. ~a! X-ray image of a portion of a cobalt electrodepos
generated without magnetic field at constant voltage forC55
31021 M and U55 V ~sparse morphology!, as obtained by syn-
chrotron radiationm imaging with combined absorption and pha
contrast.~b! Optical image of the same portion of the electrod
posit.
5-4
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IV. GROWTHS UNDER NORMAL MAGNETIC FIELD

Growths under magnetic fieldHW ' applied normal to the
plane of the growth were performed at the different con
tions which without magnetic field led to the dense a
sparse arborescences for both Fe and Co. Growths o
arborescences from Zn(SO4) aqueous solutions were add
tionally made on the same experimental setup for comp
son. With open electrochemical cells, the electromag
could not be used since a horizontal magnetic field was p
duced. Accordingly, except for a few experiments w
closed cells positioned vertically, all the growths were ma
for HW ' between20.2 T and 0.2 T, using the magnet
mangle.

An example of a Zn deposit grown underHW ' is shown in
Fig. 7 and compared to that obtained under the same co
tions but without magnetic field. A tendency of the morph
ogy to spiral is found out, with branches gyrating count
clockwise, when going over them from the point they star
growing to the point they stopped growing, forHW ' pointing
towards the observer. Although not systematically, the m
branches show some asymmetry as well, i.e., have m
elongated secondary branches on one side of the ce
nerve than on the other. On invertingHW ' the branches gyrate
clockwise and the weak asymmetry of the main branc
appear to change to the opposite. A small amount of eng
oil can be added to the electrolyte and, by simple shak
emulsified within it, without inducing any apparent chan
of the morphology, while leading to the formation in th
solution of optically opaque microdroplets, the trajectories
which, visualizing the fluid motion, can be followed. A glo
bal motion was detected which, forHW ' pointing towards the
observer, corresponded to a counterclockwise fluid rotat
This confirmed the occurrence of the expected MHD conv
tion induced by the Lorentz force onceHW ' is applied.

The effect ofHW ' on the morphology of the deposits ob
tained in both the Fe and Co growths differs completely fr
that in the Zn growths. Neither clear-cut spiral feature n
branch asymmetry appears to emerge. Subtle changes
nevertheless to be induced.

Whatever the amplitude ofHW ' , within the experimental
available range, and for initial salt concentrationC between
331022 M and 1021 M, the macroscopic morphology o

FIG. 7. Zinc electrodeposits generated forC51022 M and U
55 V ~a! without magnetic field,~b! under a normal magnetic field

HW ' of 0.2 T pointing towards the observer.
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the deposits obtained in the Fe growths remain always de
isotropic, with a stable circular envelope increasing u
formly in size, but the branches appear to become less ra
fied when the amplitude ofHW ' is increased~Fig. 8!. In situ
observations at different scales performed during the gro
showed features similar to those observed in growths with
magnetic field. Some slight differences were however fou
out, which are best revealed in the less dense portions o
deposits, at the end of the growths: on increasingHW ' the
local morphology of the arborescences gets more spa
with less branches more separated from each other. S
branches were from time to time pulled out of the depo
and rejected close to the anode, owing to an underly
strong stirring of the electrolyte, but apparently not as f
quently as to be the sole cause of the increased sparsene
the deposits. As for Zn the presence of MHD convection w
again evidenced using emulsified oil.

When the initial salt concentrationC is between 1021 M
and 531021 M, sparse arborescences are generally obtai
in both the Fe and Co growths, for all the available amp
tudes ofHW ' . Slight changes in the macroscopic morpholo
are again found out, with, in particular, branches that app
to become more ramified on increasing the amplitude ofHW '

~Fig. 9!. The mechanical effects on the growing deposits
the fluid motions underHW ' are more destroying, since now
even macroscopic branches are from time to time pulled
of the deposit and rejected close to the anode. Very
branches remain in some growths, in which case they sho
gyration tendency recalling a spiral pattern. Another mo
microscopic feature of the growths underHW ' , revealed by
the in situ observations at different scales, is that the sm
branches tend often to either collapse over each othe
form progressively thicker branches, or move aside fr
each other, so as to be distinguished at larger scales, lea
thus to an apparently more ramified macroscopic morph
ogy. Once more the presence of MHD convection could
proven using emulsified oil.

Arborescences grown underHW ' were also examined by
TEM combined with selected area ED@33#. Single crystal-

FIG. 8. Iron electrodeposit generated forC5631022 M and U
55 V under a normal magnetic fieldHW ' of 0.2 T pointing towards
the observer.
5-5
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BODEA, BALLOU, AND MOLHO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021605 ~2004!
line dendrites with the same structures, bcc for Fe and
for Co, as those of deposits grown without magnetic field
observed, but withHW '-induced specific features that depe
on whether Fe or Co arborescences are under concern.
ously, the Fe dendrites were bent, reminding the spiral
served at the macroscopic scales in the Zn growths. C
comitantly the ED pattern show arched spots that are w
interpreted in terms of a gradual rotation of the twofold a
along which the dendrite grows or, equivalently, a progr
sive torsion of the crystal, around a threefold zone axis p
allel to HW ' . This further confirmed the tendency towards
spiral morphology, which thus appears to exist at scales u
at least 1mm but to be inhibited for some reason at lar
scales. Completely different, the effect ofHW ' on the Co den-
drites is to tip up the sixfold axis of the hcp structure fro
the direction normal to the plane of the growth to an in-pla
direction, leading to dendrites growing now along the sixfo
axis and with a branching angle of 90°. The origin of th
HW '-induced change of the growth axes is so far unclear.

V. GROWTHS UNDER IN-PLANE MAGNETIC FIELD

Growths of both Fe and Co under magnetic fieldHW uu ap-
plied parallel to the plane of the growth were also perform
systematically for the different values ofC andU. The elec-
tromagnet could be used in this instance. It mostly allow
us to check whether the morphology changes of the Fe
Co deposits induced underHW uu are reproduced with more
uniform magnetic fields and are not ascribable to the resid
magnetic field gradients existing in the magnetic man
@30#.

Owing to the geometry itself of the quasi-2D EC
growths, it should qualitatively be expected that the aver
velocity of the moving charges in the solution will esse
tially be parallel to the plane of the growth, i.e., will have
negligible component perpendicular toHW uu , implying that no
MHD convection induced by the Lorentz force should occ
According to Ref.@35# however, a gravitoconvection ma
occur even within thin horizontal electrolyte layers that lea
to the formation of spatial structures in the fluid flows wi

FIG. 9. Cobalt electrodeposit generated forC5531021 M and

U55 V under a normal magnetic fieldHW ' of 0.2 T pointing towards
the observer.
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ascending or descending motions of the ions, near the e
trodes, and similar small regions in the bulk of the elect
lyte. This could induce local MHD convection.

Growths of Zn from Zn(SO4) aqueous solutions on th
same experimental setup were again considered for com
son. No specific change of the morphology was found
between the growths without magnetic field and the sa
growths underHW uu using the magnetic mangle. No MHD con
vection could clearly be identified underHW uu up to 0.2 T.

A. Iron arborescences

A spectacular morphology symmetry breaking is induc
in the growths of Fe underHW uu , for C within the range from
331022 M to 1021 M that leads to the dense arborescenc
when no magnetic field is applied. As already reported@24#,
for growths withC5631022 M the macroscopic morphol
ogy of the deposits is still dense, but less than in the grow
without magnetic field and, above all, no more isotropic: t
circular envelope increasing uniformly in size under ze
field is transformed into a rectangular envelope centered
the initial point cathode with clean edges, two of which a
always alongHW uu and the two others are along the directio
perpendicular toHW uu within the plane of growth~Fig. 10!.
While without magnetic field the branches appear to gr
radially outward from the central cathode, underHW uu they
grow according to a more complex texture, apparen
straight along the diagonals of the rectangle and buildin
straight front in the directions parallel and perpendicular
the field. An absence of growth from the initial point catho
in the direction perpendicular toHW uu is often observed.
Around anHW uu amplitude of 0.2 T, the rectangular shape
stabilized from almost the beginning of the growths and
creases homothetically in size, as the growth proceeds,
straight fronts propagation. It does not depend on initial c
ditions as demonstrated by starting the growth without m

FIG. 10. Iron electrodeposit generated forC5631022 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T. The arrow
indicates the orientation of the applied magnetic field within t
plane of the growth.
5-6
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netic field and applyingHW uu a little later: the circle to rect-
angle transition takes place during the growth, onceHW uu is
switched on.

On performing the growths at different amplitudes ofHW uu ,
it is found out that the change of the macroscopic morph
ogy of the deposits, from dense and circular in zero fi
@Fig. 11~a!# to less dense and fully rectangular in large fie
@Fig. 11~d!#, is gradual. An increased sparseness is obse
in already rather low field amplitude with a texture of bran
less radial and showing a tendency to form straight gro
fronts @Fig. 11~b!#. An absence of growth from the initia
point cathode in the direction perpendicular toHW uu is already
manifested. On further increasing the field amplitude, no f
ther sparseness is qualitatively induced while the rectang
shape is progressively stabilized with more clean edges
still rounded corners@Fig. 11~c!#. A fully perfect rectangle is
practically achieved around the maximum amplitude ofHW uu
provided by the magnetic mangle. Growths were perform
under largerHW uu , up to 1.6 T using the electromagnet. N
basic change was found out: a deposit with practically
same rectangular shape and the same branch texture is
erated. The aspect ratio of the rectangle is not field dep
dent but can show slight changes from one growth to
other.

Observations at different scales using the microsc
showed that the main effect ofHW uu is to induce a growth of
the branches at a definite angle from a fixed direction, eit
6f'30° from theHW uu direction @Fig. 12~a!# or 6c'30°
from the perpendicular to it in the plane of the growth@Fig.
12~b!#. Assuming then that these branches grow at the s
speed, two pairs of parallel straight growth fronts perp

FIG. 11. Iron electrodeposit generated forC5631022 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of ~a! 0 T, ~b! 0.04 T,

~c! 0.14 T, and~d! 0.2 T.HW uu is always along the guiding tube for th
cathode.
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dicular to each of the fixed directions are generated by m
geometry. An isosceles triangle pattern is associated w
each straight growth front, with the initial point cathode
its summit, the angle 23f or 23c as its angle at the sum
mit, and the growing front as its base. Associated with
two perpendicular fixed directions under concern, we
four triangles inscribed in a square envelope iff5c and the
growth speed of the branches is the same along any d
tion. A rectangular envelope is instead observed, indica
that the previous constraints are not met. A difference
morphology between those in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! is in fact
apparent. Also the angle6f is less sharply defined than th
angle 6c. Geometrically there are voids between the t
angles. These are experimentally filled with more strin
branches and are the regions where thef or c angles differ
the most from 30°. The observed absence of growth from
initial point cathode in the direction perpendicular toHW uu is
unexplained, but is a further indication that the growth alo
and perpendicular toHW uu should differ somehow.

A tendency to form a straight growth front underHW uu still
exists forC a little larger than 1021 M, more precisely forC
in the rather fuzzy range within which without magnetic fie
the morphology transition from the dense to the sparse
borescences takes place. UnderHW uu , the deposits at the en
of the growths are usually clearly sparse at the macroscop
level, but often show dense regions where the strai
growth fronts are observed~Fig. 13!. Actually, as without
magnetic field, the growths evolve in time, starting as de

FIG. 12. Microscope view of the growing iron electrodepo
generated forC5631022 M and U55 V under an in-plane mag

netic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T ~a! at a front perpendicular to it,~b! at a front
parallel to it.

FIG. 13. Iron electrodeposit generated forC5231021 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T.
5-7
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before becoming sparse. Apparently, underHW uu the dense re-
gime would either be better stabilized during the growth
some reason or be better put into evidence owing to
straight growth fronts associated with it. A slight differen
with the growths without magnetic field is found out: th
branches of the deposits grown underHW uu appear always
more dendritic at the macroscopic level.

On increasingC the tendency to form a straight growt
front dwindles out while the deposits become more and m
sparse. WhenC is close to 531021 M, the macroscopic
morphology of the deposit grown underHW uu is completely
different. It is now stringy and shows systematically tw
main branches growing, in opposite directions from the ca
ode, alongHW uu ~Fig. 14!. Any growth of branches along othe
directions appear to be blocked up. A stringy deposit as
magnetic needle shape material will always align itself alo
an applied magnetic field to minimize the magnetostatic Z
man interaction. So its orientation along theHW uu direction
was somehow expected. At theC under concern, sparse a
borescences are also obtained when no magnetic field is
plied, but not limited to two branches. Accordingly eith
some additional mechanism is at work to inhibit the grow
of branches in directions different fromHW uu or these branche
mechanically twist alongHW uu while growing to bind with
each other and form a single thick branch. A similarity in t
change of the patterns on applyingHW uu with those formed
under magnetic field by aggregation of magnetic mic
spheres interacting via magnetic dipolar interactions@36#
should be emphasized.

Arborescences of Fe grown underHW uu were examined by
TEM combined with selected area ED@33#. Curiously, no
specific features were observed that would reveal thatHW uu
was applied during the growth, whatever the possible val
of C, except for a slight tendency to the formation of mo
needlelike branches on increasing the amplitude ofHW uu . Ac-
cordingly the mechanism of the drasticHW uu-induced morphol-
ogy changes, observed macroscopically and with the op
microscope, should operate at scales larger than that~;1
mm! accessed by TEM.

B. Cobalt arborescences

No dense arborescences of Co could be generated at
stant voltage, without being strongly altered by the hydrog
evolution reaction and the subsequent formation of2

FIG. 14. Iron electrodeposit generated forC5531021 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T.
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bubbles. Accordingly, unlike with the Fe arborescences
der HW uu , no circle to rectangle morphology symmetry brea
ing could effectively be observed. Attempts were made
induce the expected morphology transition in growths at li
iting current but were not successful, owing most probably
the strong time dependent features of such growths and t
sitory effects. Growths of Co underHW uu for C close to 2
31021 M lead however to deposits, the morphology
which bear strong analogy with that of Fe in the same c
ditions ~Fig. 15!. Although perhaps not as clear as in the
growths, a tendency to form straight growth fronts underHW uu
is manifested. This would indicate that the circle to rectan
morphology transition could be observed in Co growths
not thwarted by hydrogen evolution.

Another additional similarity, between Fe and Co, in t
morphology response to an applied magnetic field is t
observed in the growths underHW uu for C close to 5
31021 M. A stringy macroscopic morphology is induced
the Co growths as well, with again systematically two ma
branches growing, in opposite directions from the catho
alongHW uu ~Fig. 16!. All the other branches are much small
and show a tendency to align themselves alongHW uu during

FIG. 15. Cobalt electrodeposit obtained forC5231021 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T.

FIG. 16. Cobalt electrodeposit obtained forC5531021 M and

U55 V under an in-plane magnetic fieldHW uu of 0.2 T.
5-8
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the growth. Owing to the thickness of the branches, thein
situ observations at different scales, using the microsco
could not be conclusive and did not reveal the underly
fine features, if any, of the morphology of the deposits.

Arborescences of Co grown underHW uu were examined by
TEM combined with selected area ED@33#. As with Fe, ex-
cept for some stacking faults in the crystal structure detec
by ED, no specific features were observed that would rev
that HW uu was applied during the growth.

VI. DISCUSSION

A number of processes are at work in the quasi-2D E
of metals that are generally grouped in two main sets: tha
kinetic transfer, including the chemical mechanisms as w
as the surface phenomena at the growing front, and tha
mass transport, by diffusion and migration, or through
electrolyte fluid motions~electroconvection, gravitoconvec
tion, etc.!. All these, qualitatively overviewed in Ref.@37#,
are still under active studies.

The influence of magnetic fields on the ECD proces
have also been and continue to be considered by diffe
investigators. Most of the experiments were not performe
the quasi-2D setup but should help to correctly interpret
observations.

A few works have concerned the kinetic transfer. So
field effects were earlier reported@38,39# but recent experi-
ments@40,41# indicate that these are more of exceptions th
the rule or perhaps arising from indirect mass transport,
no significant field effects should in general be expected
kinetic transfer.

Much more works have concerned the mass transpor
magnetic field effect known for a long time@15# is the MHD
convection, produced within the electrolyte, by the Lore
body force FW LB5JW 3BW , locally orthogonal to the curren
densityJW and to the inductionBW @31#. FW LB originates from
the additive contributions of the Lorentz forces on the anio
and cations and the efficient momentum transfers of th
ions to the surrounding solvent. This convection in quasi-
setup should arise only under normal magnetic field. Us
engine oil emulsified within the electrolyte, we concrete
checked this in our experiments. A different magnetic fie
induced convection involving charges was recently s
gested@42#. Named electrokinetic~EK! MHD effect and
confined on the nanometer scale region of the diffuse la
before the growth front, it would emerge from the EK fie
EW EK generated on applying the magnetic field normal to
current, as in Hall effect.EW EK is normal to both the magneti
field and the current. It is tangential to the diffuse lay
where, owing to the excess charges, it gives rise to an
body forceFW EK producing the convection. This should occ
under normal magnetic field and under in-plane magn
field perpendicular to the local directions of growth.

Other existing body forces are those emerging from
gradient of the magnetic Zeeman energy. At room tempe
ture this energy, for a unit volume of the electrolyte in t
inductionBW , is approximated asN(2(x jCj )(BW •BW ), where
the summation is extended over all the different speciesj of
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individual linear susceptibilityx j and concentrationCj in the
solution andN is the Avogadro number@43#. A magnetic
Zeeman force that always exists then, owing to the conc
tration gradients, isFW ¹W C5N(BW )2(2(x j¹W Cj ). FW ¹W C attract
paramagnetic species towards and repel diamagnetic sp
from the regions of larger concentration. This force is lar
only within the diffusion layer where the concentration gr
dients exist. It is also clear that if an effect is induced
FW ¹W C , then this must not depend on the direction ofBW . We
have no indication of this in our experiments. It has be
argued, by comparison to the driving force by diffusion
the diffusion layer, thatFW ¹W C would actually be of negligible
influence@44#. The other magnetic Zeeman force that aris
when the magnetic induction is not uniform@21# or when
electrodes are magnetized@22,23# is FW ¹W BW 52N(2(x jCj )
3(BW •¹W BW ). FW ¹W BW attract paramagnetic species towards a
repel diamagnetic species from the regions of larger ind
tion. The field gradient of the magnetic mangle in our expe
ments gives rise to such a force but the growths in the e
tromagnet showed that this is not at all relevant. A mo
efficient contribution toFW ¹W BW is that associated with the fer
romagnetic nature of Fe and Co. Quite difficult to estimate
could strongly influence the growths if the force is extend
beyond the diffusion layer, i.e., if the growing branches a
thick enough.

A. Normal fields

An outcome of the MHD convection in quasi-2D setup
that it almost always leads to a spiraling morphology and
branch asymmetry of the deposits. As a surprise this is
the case at the macroscopic level in all of our Fe and
growths underHW ' . Of course the deposits of similar growth
of Zn, in the present work and previous ones@17# or of Cu
@19# using exactly the same solvent and anion, show, un
weak HW ' amplitude, clearly always the spiraling and ofte
the asymmetry. An explanation that first comes to mi
would be that the Fe and Co growths are kinetic trans
controlled, but this would be contradictory with the growt
of dendrites@45#. Other causes of inhibition could be th
material hardness, but this for Cu and Zn is similar to that
Fe and Co, or the morphology, but both dense and sp
arborescences show neither the spiraling nor the asymm
except when the deposits consist of only two or three m
branches.

Our growths show in fact different features at differe
scales. At the level of the TEM observations, we alwa
observe single crystalline dendrites~Fig. 4! @33#. This indi-
cates that the growths are both kinetic transfer and m
transport controlled. Under normal magnetic field, the
dendrites are bent while the Co crystal anisotropy
changed. The MHD convection would explain the first effe
but not the second.

A specific feature of Fe and Co is in fact that they g
magnetized underHW ' , but for the considered fields are ma
netically not fully saturated along it@25#. We thus get a com-
plex distribution of magnetic moments with both normal a
in-plane components leading to as complex magnetic dip
5-9
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BODEA, BALLOU, AND MOLHO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021605 ~2004!
interactions inside the deposit. A detailed analysis of th
interactions would be challenging for involving the unsat
ated magnetization distribution of a growing deposit, t
morphology of which is not only very irregular but als
evolving in time. Some growth rigidity should be expecte
increasing with the size of the deposit as expected from
polar interactions and inhibiting the spiraling above so
scale. Another possibility, also complex to evaluate, wo

be that theFW ¹W BW force arising from the growing deposit mag
netization is sufficiently extended to thwart the MHD co
vection beyond the diffusion layer.

At the scale of the observations with the microscope,

the growths underHW ' show a common feature, besides t
mechanical branch breakings due to the fluid stirring: ther
an increase in the branch separations of the deposits. O
analogy of interbranch electroconvection in the growths fr

acidified solutions@27#, specificHW '-induced local fluid mo-
tions at the growing fronts, which would favor the bran
separations, cannota priori be fully ruled out. Nevertheless
the growths from solutions with emulsified engine oil did n
detect any additional fluid motion that would not be ascr
able to the MHD convection. A more plausible cause of
increase in the branch separations appear to be the mag
dipolar interactions between the branches, which underHW '

get magnetized. Assimilating the branches to thin cylinde
the morphology features observed underHW ' can be qualita-
tively understood: nearby branches magnetized in the s
direction will tend to repel each other while magnetized
opposite directions will tend to attract each other. Magn
zation measurements were performed that confirmed tha
Fe and Co arborescences are both ferromagnetic at 20 °C
that the magnetization saturates forHW ' amplitudes larger
than 0.2 T@25#. Around this value, the magnetization of th
thinner and/or longer branches still lie close to either of
directions, in the plane of the growth, along which they a
elongated, rather than alongHW ' . Accordingly a probability
exists that nearby such branches are dominantly magne
in opposite directions. As observed in the sparse arbo
cences, this would explain that thin branches tend to colla
over each other to form thick branches while these te
rather to separate from each other. The collapse should
appear at largeHW ' . It is not observed in the dense arbore
cence, which is consistent with the fact that magnetic sa
ration in these arborescences is achieved at lowerHW ' @25#
but also partly because the thinnest branches are prob
close to collapse over each other. Of course the magne
tion of a branch under an unfavorable magnetic dipolar
vironment could as well simply reverse itself. We have n
taken into account such local flips of moments but this
basically not going to change the above reasoning excep
making it more complex.

B. In-plane fields

Completely different features are observed when the
plane magnetic fieldHW uu is applied. Almost no influence is
found out at the level of the TEM observations except for
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increased tendency to the formation of more needle
branches for Fe and crystal defects for Co. What would
the cause of that is unclear. With the induction at contac
a branch locally dominated by the field contribution from t
branch magnetization, the EK MHD convection should n
be relevant. An influence ofFW ¹W BW , which would slightly
modify the diffusion layer, is thus not excluded, at least
favoring more needlelike branches in connection with its
rectional feature. A local MHD convection could also exist
a gravitoconvection were to occur, but this was not detec
Clearly, the field effects at this scale are of no help to int
pret those effects at the macroscopic level, i.e. the circle
rectangle morphology symmetry breaking for the dense
borescences and the isotropic to stringy pattern symm
reduction for the sparse arborescences.

Qualitatively, the easiest instance to understand is tha
the HW uu-induced formation of stringy pattern parallel to th
field. It is clear that the orientation of the deposit minimiz
the magnetostatic interactions similarly as a compass ne
would along a magnetic field. Magnetization measureme
on growths without magnetic field showed that saturation
still not achieved for anHW uu amplitude of 0.2 T@25,46#, im-
plying that the moments are not fully aligned along the fie
and some branches have their magnetization, and there
the induction at the growth front, more along their directi
of growths than alongHW uu . The outcome of this is thatFW ¹W BW

can hardly be the cause of the stringy pattern. As alre
stated it appears actually that to minimize the Zeeman ene
of the magnetized deposit underHW uu , all the branches grow-
ing at a direction different from the field mechanically twi
to get parallel toHW uu and bind with the others.

The ‘‘circle to rectangle’’ morphology symmetry breakin
could be interpreted, from the observations using the mic
scope, as arising from growths of branches at a definite a
from a fixed direction fromHW uu or its perpendicular. With
branches growing at the same speed this leads to pair
parallel straight fronts perpendicular and parallel toHW uu , giv-
ing rise to a deposit of rectangular global shape if t
growths along and perpendicular toHW uu differ. Such an asym-
metry is found out up to the highestHW uu amplitude as pro-
duced by the electromagnet~1.6 T!. The formation of pairs
of parallel straight fronts is expected to be a rather triv
pattern feature of dendritic growths in low noise enviro
ments, as in dendritic ice crystal grown in undercooled p
water @11#. A 2u angle of 60° and three fixed directions
60° from each other are involved in this ice growth, givin
rise to an arborescence entirely single crystalline with a h
agonal external envelope. An angle of 60° is consistent w
the fcc structure of Fe, provided that the^111& direction is
perpendicular to the plane of growth. What is rather unus
in the growths of the dense Fe arborescences underHW uu is that
only two pairs of parallel growth fronts are involved that a
perpendicular to each other while formed from same ang
as that in ice and anyway not complementary to each ot
i.e., 2f12cÞ180°. Accordingly the deposit is necessari
not a single crystal and consists most probably in a textu
polycrystal reflecting the symmetry of two single crysta
5-10
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ELECTROCHEMICAL GROWTH OF IRON AND COBALT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021605 ~2004!
oriented perpendicular to each other. A well defined bran
ing angle is actually also observed in growths without m
netic field but the orientation of the branches is only lo
and not preserved over large distances. According to the
vious investigations without magnetic field of quasi-2D EC
of Fe from Fe(SO4) aqueous solutions, an oscillatory acc
mulation and depletion of H3O1 ions in front of the growing
interface could occur, which would cause alternating tran
tions between dendritic and tip-splitting growths@26#. Sub-
sequent experiments with acidified electrolytes@27,47# dem-
onstrated that these ions can indeed be strongly influentia
the growth through changes in the interfacial free ene
and/or initiation of interbranch electroconvection. Althou
the growth conditions attached to these experiments are
ferent from ours~parallel geometry vs circular geometr
constant current vs constant voltage, etc.!, an intermittent
change in time of the concentration of H3O1 ions at the
growing front of our deposits cannot be ruled out, and
chaotic blocking/initialization of a dendritic growth by a lo
cal increase/decrease of this concentration is not unlik
This could be a plausible noise leading to the loss of co
lations at large scale in the branch orientation of the de
arborescences. Additionally, the growth, occurring in a flu
medium, can be perturbed by convections of different o
gins. UnderHW uu these noises could be reduced for some r
son allowing for large scale crystal coherence, but t
should rather lead to a single crystal with a hexagonal ex
nal envelope, such as for dendritic ice, since the branch
angle is 60°. To explain why theHW uu direction and the direc-
tion perpendicular to it in the plane of the growth are es
cially selected, magnetostatic interactions between
branches and of the branches withHW uu should necessarily be
taken into account. A detailed analysis would again be
.
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complex, but numerical estimates of energy can be made
different morphologies at constant mass by assimilating
branches with thin cylinders or lines of magnetic dipoles
is then found out that the overall magnetic energy can
minimized for needles at 60°, growing symmetrically wi
respect, not only, as intuitively expected, to the perpendicu

direction toHW uu , but also with respect to theHW uu direction. A

dendrite that would grow with its central nerve alongHW uu and
secondary branches at 60° of this direction is then not
vored, in agreement with the experiment. Could the m

phology observed underHW uu emerge solely from the minimi-
zation of the magnetic dipolar energy between the branc

and of the Zeeman energy of the branches withHW uu , under
the constraints of the crystalline anisotropy, or should a
multaneous noise reduction be necessary as well, is not c

VII. CONCLUSION

Systematic quasi-2D ECD of Fe and Co arborescen

were performed under normalHW ' and in-planeHW uu magnetic
fields mostly up to 0.2 T. On the same growth, the morph
ogy and structure of the deposits as examined by TEM fu
differed from those observed macroscopically or using a
croscope. A scale above which additional effects of the fi
come out is thus evidenced. Our analysis of the differ
instances showed that these additional effects arise from
magnetic dipolar interactions inside the magnetized dep
and of the magnetic Zeeman interactions of this with
applied field. Applied to isolated spins or disordered on
these interactions would be weak, but owing to the ferrom
netism of the deposits they become dominant over a cer
scale.
m.
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